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Unable to help Marisa or the rifles, the brothers found a raft and rode it downstream, calling for help,
hoping eventually help would come and give them the rifle back. No one came so they went back to the
wagon, only to find Juan dead. William and Marisa were nowhere to be found. The brothers rode
downstream to find Thomas, who and his group, and they all rode toward the guns. By the time they
arrived William and Marisa were both still alive. They went to the commotion up the creek to find Juarez
leading a party, including Pancho and Juan, towards where his rifle had been recovered. Ray and
Thomas found the rifle and engaged with Juarez. The two brothers who pursued Juarez's group found
two more rifles. In the ensuing fight one of the Spanish rifles was lost, felled by a McCall arrow. Juarez
retrieved the rifle and challenged the McCalls to a duel in the shadow of the Apache cliff. Thomas and
Raymond approached the fight, but fell back when a Spanish officer began firing at them. Juarez shot
William and the brothers returned fire, causing the officer to flee. At one point the brothers seemed to
be out of ammunition. They returned to the fray as Juarez was about to shoot Thomas when Raymond
ran up and killed Juarez. Catching the bullet-riddled Juarez as he dropped his weapon Thomas took the
medallion and William recovered the Spanish rifle. As Thomas, Raymond, and William left Juarez behind
in the dust in order to try and return to the ship, they noticed a carriage and four coming down the trail,
escorting three horses and a half-paralyzed man. In the carriage was Lucy, and the man was one of the
McCalls, Ray's father and founding member of the gang. Thomas and Raymond bid William a hasty
farewell before returning to the ship to inform the rest of the crew of their adventure. Final update: The
third novel in the series, Call of Juarez: Gunslinger Chronicles, will be released in July 2016.
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